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Chapter 811
In mid-air, Duan Yu’s holding a giant axe is like a round sun, radiant!
On the ground, even Emperor Tianqi was stunned. Eyes are full of shock!
The power of this giant axe is so strong!
Is this a new artifact? !
Not only Emperor Tianqi, but the people of the entire imperial city at this time, as well as
the prince and princess, civil and military officials, are all stunned and their faces are
incredible!
“National teacher, do you know, what kind of axe is this?” Emperor Tianqi asked in
shock.
The national teacher breathed a sigh of relief, the whole person was stupid, extremely
excited, and murmured: “Go back to your majesty, this seems to be… opening the axe.”
What?
Open the axe?
At this moment, the eyes of everyone around, all of a sudden converge on the body of
the national teacher, all of them are extremely surprised.
Emperor Tianqi was startled and couldn’t help asking: “National teacher, what is the
opening of the sky?”
Hu!
The national teacher trembled, took a deep breath, and said excitedly: “Your Majesty. It
is rumored that a long time ago, the heaven and the earth were not separated, and
there was chaos. An ancient great god named Pangu held a giant axe and split the
heaven and earth!
” At this time, the national teacher took a deep breath: “After the creation of the world,
the giant axe of Pangu fell into the world and disappeared. I didn’t expect that it would
be reappeared in the world today in the Tianji Mountains!”
Wow!
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Hearing this, everyone present was shocked.
This axe, yes, the one that opened up the land!
At this moment, the national teacher saluted the Emperor Tianqi and said with great
excitement: “Your Majesty, now that the Heaven-opening Axe reappears in the world,
the enchantment between the nine continents will collapse. Now the nine continents,
There is no more barrier. Your Majesty, if you own the Heaven-Opening Axe, you can
rule the world, just around the corner!”
Swish.
Hearing this, Emperor Tianqi took a deep breath, stared closely at Duan Yu in mid-air,
raised his hand and waved: “Take this person to me, and take the Kaitian Axe!
“
As soon as the words fell, nearly a thousand imperial guards jumped into the air one
after another and charged directly towards Duan Yu!
The Royal Forest Army is the elite of the Tianqi Continent. These Royal Forest Army
officers are the lowest in the fifth rank, and most of them are the strength of the first
rank of Marquis.
In an instant, the burst of breath from more than 1,000 Imperial Forest Army distorted
the sky, and the momentum was astonishing.
Duan Yu clenched the Heavenly Axe tightly, didn’t panic at all, looked proud, didn’t say
a word of nonsense, and swung the axe out fiercely!
“Roar!”
Only a dragon roar was heard, emanating from the giant axe, and the next moment, a
touch of golden light seemed to tear the world apart and swept away toward the
Imperial Forest Army!
“Death!” Duan Yu roared loudly!
“Ah!” In the
blink of an eye, the more than 1,000 imperial guards screamed incessantly, and fell
from the air one by one into a pool of blood.
hiss!

Seeing this scene, whether it is Emperor Tianqi, civil and military officials, can’t help but
gasp!
This boy in midair, with the strength of Martial Saint, but holding the Heaven-Opening
Axe, he can actually exert such power!
This… this is the artifact!
Under the shock, Emperor Tianqi’s eyes became more and more scorching hot.
Such a powerful artifact, only you deserve to have it!
“Your Majesty, I will meet him.”
At this moment, the national teacher looked solemn, and the moment the voice fell, he
flew up and went straight to Duan Yu.
“National teacher, I’m here to help you too.”
Xing Yao, who was next to him, also trembled, pulled out his Tang saber, and flew up!
At this moment, the internal force of Guo Shi and Xing Yao was released, as if the sky
was about to shatter!
Guo Shi and Xing Yao, that is the protector of Apocalypse Continent!
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national teacher lived in the imperial city for a long time, followed the emperor, and was
the number one expert in the palace.
And Xing Yao is the world-famous goddess of war!
The two raised their hands, and a terrifying force condensed in an instant, as if in midair, forming a huge fireball that suddenly smashed into Duan Yu!
Seeing this scene, everyone below wiped a sweat.
This fireball makes the surrounding temperature rise instantly!
Duan Yu was also shocked, and quickly took off the axe to resist!
“Boom!…”
The fireball instantly smashed on the opening axe!

Duan Yu spit out a mouthful of blood, and his body flew far away.
Even if he has an axe, he can’t resist this blow!
The moment the fireball fell, only Xing Yao took out a leather whip from his waist and
slammed it directly at Duan Yu.
“Crack!”
The whip fell, and Duan Yu howled in pain.
At that time, he didn’t dare to fight, he held the Heaven-opening Axe and swung a few
axe fiercely. He really used all his strength for these axe!
“Buzz!”
Duan Yu’s internal strength was instantly evacuated by these axes. But the power of
these axe is really terrifying! The surrounding air was torn apart! Even Xing Yao had to
hide for the time being.
Duan Yu took this opportunity to turn around and run.
In a blink of an eye, he had disappeared from everyone’s sight.
“boom!”
Emperor Tianqi slapped the carriage with his palm. Watching Duan Yu escape, his face
was extremely ugly.
“Pass on my will, and do all we can to arrest this person!” A cold voice came from the
mouth of Emperor Tianqi. He clenched his fists tightly, unspeakably annoyed.
Let this kid escape!
But if you go to the ends of the earth, I will find you too!
“I will obey the orders!”
In an instant, the civil and military officials shouted in unison, and the momentum was
shocking!
“Father, there seems to be someone in the ruins…” At this moment, the second prince
stood up and pointed to the Tianji Mountains.
Swish.

In an instant, the eyes of everyone present turned to the ruins of the Tianji Mountains.
I saw a wobbly and slender figure crawling out from the edge of the collapsed mountain,
with a delicate face showing exhaustion.
It is Chen Yun!
Emperor Tianqi frowned: “This woman must be in the same group as that kid just now,
take it down.” The
voice fell, and more than a dozen imperial guards immediately surrounded her.
“Your Majesty wait…”
At this moment, a trembling voice sounded, and Yue Chen walked over excitedly.
At this time, Yue Chen was wearing a suit of armor, with an indescribable expression.
Emperor Tianqi gave him an official position, and the official residence was the third
grade.
At this moment, Yue Chen’s face was full of shock. He never dreamed that he would
see his wife here!
“Wife!” Yue Chen hurried over and hugged Chen Yun in his arms. He was very
pleasantly surprised!
“Wife, it’s really you, it’s really you!” Yue Chen hugged her tightly: “How did you get
here? Was it hard work along the way…”
Seeing Chen Yun’s disheveled appearance, Yue Chen felt very distressed .
Chen Yun didn’t expect that happiness came so suddenly, and she actually met this
dead ghost here. Looking up at Yue Chen’s appearance, she suddenly became sad,
and burst into tears: “You bastard, you…how did you appear until now…”
While speaking, Chen Yun thumped This is Yue Chen.
At this time, Yue Chen didn’t know that her woman was going to be tortured to death by
Duan Yu along the way.
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“Wife, although you are a dusty person, you are becoming more feminine and more
beautiful.” Yue Chen hugged Chen Yun tightly, and his mouth began to sweeten again.
After complimenting a few words, he changed his voice: “Good wife, come and see
Your Majesty.”

After saying that, the two walked up to Emperor Tianqi.
…
the other side. Dongao Continent, Wenzong.
As the earthquake gradually disappeared, many of Wenzong’s disciples also dispersed.
“Sect Master Su, it’s time for you to leave.” Yue Feng turned his head and said with a
smile.
It’s time to go to Apocalypse Continent. There is absolutely no delay.
When these words fell, Su Qingyan’s face instantly turned red. This Yue Feng, how can
he be so unreasonable.
Su Qingyan stomped her feet in a hurry, looked around, and found that there was no
one else nearby, her face became better: “You…what are you doing. You help me
detoxify, I haven’t thanked you properly yet…”
“How to thank me “Will you wash my feet for your husband?” Yue Feng said with a
smile.
“You, keep your voice down.” Su Qingyan hurriedly opened the door and pulled Yue
Feng into the bedroom, fearing that he would be heard by others if he spoke nonsense
again.
After closing the door, Su Qingyan looked at Yue Feng and said softly, “Yue Feng,
thank you.. thank you..”
“Who wants to listen to thank you?” Yue Feng laughed and said, “I remember, When
some people are poisoned, they say that as long as I make an antidote for her, they will
not only wash my feet, but also serve me, and…”
“You, don’t talk about it.” Su Qingyan was in a hurry, and in a hurry, I don’t know what to
think, I used two fingers to hold Yue Feng’s lips.
But at this moment, Su Qingyan’s face turned even more ashamed. Hastily withdrew his
hand. A heart pounded non-stop.
As the Sect Master of Wenzong, when did she ever have a skin-to-skin relationship with
a man?
The moment her hand touched Yue Feng’s lips just now, there was a little deer in her
heart.

The man in front of him is good in everything except a little glib. Can write poetry, can
alchemy…
What else is he not good at?
“Okay, I’m leaving.” Yue Feng stopped teasing her and turned to leave.
“Where are you going.” Su Qingyan didn’t know what to think, but she grabbed Yue
Feng’s arm.
Yue Feng looked back at her, sighed and said, “It’s far away.”
“A place far away…” Su Qingyan bit her lip, not knowing what she was thinking, and
asked, “I, I Will I see you again?” The
voice fell, and she could not wait to find a crack in the ground to get in!
Su Qingyan couldn’t understand herself, how did she say such shameful words! She
only knew that she really wanted to get to know the man in front of her, but she didn’t
want to let him leave…
As Sect Master Wenzong, whoever saw her, Su Qingyan was not respectful. Over the
years, only this Yue Feng dared to tease her without seriousness.
This provocation actually captured her heart. Su Qingyan once thought that she would
never fall in love with other men in her life.
But at this time, she vaguely understood that she was somewhat in love with Yue Feng.
She herself couldn’t believe that this man was full of seriousness. She asked herself to
call him Xianggong, and she asked herself to beg him, and she actually fell in love with
him.
“Yue Feng, can we meet again…” Su Qingyan asked again, with anticipation in her
eyes.
“Uh…” Yue Feng looked into the distance and said slowly, “We should not see each
other.”
This Dongao Continent, I am afraid that it will not come again in this life. How can we
meet again? Yue Feng sighed and pushed the door out.
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“Yue Feng…Wait…”
Just after a few steps, I heard Su Qingyan’s eager voice.

Yue Feng stopped and looked back, only to see Su Qingyan biting her lip, lowered her
head and lowered her eyebrows, and said in a low voice, “You…can you stay…don’t
go.”
“Stay?”
Hearing After saying this, Yue Feng laughed: “What am I staying for?”
Su Qingyan’s eyes showed a hint of hope, and after a long silence, she finally seemed
to have made up her mind, and said softly: “If you are willing to stay, I…I can do
anything, bring tea and water for you, and serve you for the rest of my life…”
“Wow!”
Su Qingyan’s body trembled as the voice fell, she couldn’t believe the words of this
confession. from his own mouth. She turned away shyly. I dare not look at Yue Feng.
Su Qingyan, known as the first talented woman of the ages, is omnipotent in piano,
chess, calligraphy and painting. Poetry and writing come together with a pen.
She is quiet, she is in a crazy mood now, and she is crazy in love with Yue Feng!
In the first half of her life, she lived quite well, and in the eyes of others, she was the
sovereign lord of Wenzong. She is a goddess on top.
But at this time, she just wanted to keep Yue Feng. I just want to dare to love and hate
once, indulge once, just this once!
Drops of sweat had already appeared on Su Qingyan’s face. She is hopelessly in love
with Yue Feng!
In the past, she never believed in ‘destined’, but after meeting Yue Feng, she believed
it. The man in front of him, even if he is a cat and a dog, he will follow!
Love is love, admit it, admit it! Whatever you say today, you will also leave Yue Feng
behind.
hiss!
Hearing her words, Yue Feng couldn’t help gasping for air. It just feels like my brain is
buzzing.
No, that’s right? This dignified Sect Master Wenzong, this is, is this in love with
yourself?

Before Yue Feng could calm down, Su Qingyan walked towards him, stood on tiptoe
gently, and kissed him on the face. Like a dragonfly, you can get it at the touch of a
button!
“You…” Yue Feng looked at her incredulously. This…this…this dignified Sect Master
Wenzong, the quiet appearance doesn’t match her…
Su Qingyan gathered up her courage, raised her head and said seriously: “Yue Feng,
are you willing to stay for me?”
Su Qing Yan has identified Yue Feng! She believes that Yue Feng is talented and
worthy of his life.
“Ask what love is in the world, and directly teach life and death.”
“As soon as the golden wind and jade dew meet, they will win but there are countless
people in the world. If the two loves last for a long time, how can they be in the morning
and evening.”
These poems are all from Yue Feng’s mouth. How can I ask the whole Wenzong, which
disciple can write such wonderful poems? ! This man is really talented, his talent is like
a vast ocean, unfathomable.
“This…”
Yue Feng looked at Su Qingyan and was a little confused for a while, but he still
maintained a trace of calm, and said with a wry smile: “Sect Master Su, I can’t stay
here, I still have important things to do. Do.”
Although she is beautiful. Although this peach blossom luck, it came a little suddenly.
But Yue Feng really doesn’t have time to fall in love now, he is full of Yu Ruo and the
leader’s wife.
Su Qingyan’s lips were about to bleed. She didn’t expect that this man would reject her.
In a hurry, she said softly: “Then…then you stay for two more days, just two days.
Would you accompany me to go to Danzong? That Juxing elder gave me a fake
medicinal pill. Just stay with me for two days, okay? I beg you…”
The last four words, Su Qingyan said very lightly. She didn’t expect that when she fell in
love with someone, she would have such a lack of self-esteem.
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Seeing her say this, Yue Feng couldn’t refuse any more, so he nodded: “Okay, I’ll
accompany you to Danzong. But let’s talk about it first, I’ll stay for two days at most.”

“Okay!” Su Qing Yanmei smiled.
She has already thought about it, in these two days, she must show him the most
charming and gentle side of herself.
When he fell in love with himself, he would never leave.
…..
the other side.
Apocalypse Continent, Mingjiao branch.
In the lobby, Liu Xuan fell to the ground and hit a pillar just now.
A Ming Sect disciple quickly walked over to investigate and found that Liu Xuan was still
breathing, and rushed to Lu Jiechen to ask for instructions: “Deputy leader, what should
I do with this woman?”
Lu Jiechen said indifferently: “Why don’t you ask me? This ugly monster lives in the
world, and it is also an eyesore, throwing her into the sea.”
“Yes!”
Hearing these words, the two disciples were full of disgust and lifted Liu Xuan up.
This woman’s figure is really superb, but her face, half white and half ink, is simply too
ugly. Neither of these disciples was willing to carry her. However, they did not dare to
obey the orders of the vice sect master. At that time, Liu Xuan was carried out of the city
and brought to a boat. Drive the boat to the depths of the sea and throw her down.
Seeing Liu Xuan’s body sinking into the sea, the two disciples rowed away.
Liu Xuan woke up from a coma as soon as her forefoot left.
At that time, her body was completely submerged in sea water and could not breathe.
Liu Xuan only felt very uncomfortable and wanted to surface, but she couldn’t swim, she
just kept flapping in the sea, but found that she couldn’t float up at all. Gradually, the
struggle was given up.
Die or die…
Liu Xuan’s tears, as soon as they fell from her eyes, merged with the sea water.

I’m so ugly, what’s the point of being alive? Even if he finds a husband, he won’t love
himself anymore.
It’s better to die.
The corners of Liu Xuan’s mouth gradually raised upwards, and she slowly closed her
eyes.
However, on the other side, Liu Xuan was carried out, and Qin Shousheng didn’t even
look at it.
In Qin Shousheng’s heart, the goddess whom he was obsessed with had ruined her
appearance. Looking at her appearance, she really couldn’t fall in love.
Qin Shousheng’s reaction was seen by Lu Jiechen.
“Good disciple!” Lu Jiechen nodded and said with a smile: “Now you have let go of
everything, and you have no worries. As long as you practice hard, the world will be big
in the future, and you can gallop! Hahaha…” Lu Jiechen smiled slightly and patted Qin
Shousheng on the shoulder.
Qin Shousheng raised a smile on the corner of his mouth, and said respectfully, “Thank
you master for cultivating.”
When he said this, Qin Shousheng’s eyes were full of expectations for the future.
…..
Dongao mainland, Wenzong general altar.
In Wenzong’s room, Xiao Xi was lying there, sleeping soundly.
Yue Feng was sitting on the side, practicing breathing adjustment. Before you know it,
the sun rises.
Just when Yue Feng opened his eyes and got up, he saw a charming figure who
pushed the door and entered.
It was Su Qingyan.
Today, Su Qingyan didn’t wear a cheongsam, but changed into a long skirt full of fairy
spirit, which was ethereal and extremely charming.
In her hands, she held two bowls of hot breakfast.
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